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Healthy Line
Loose Gemstone

GRADING RESULTS

Jade tumbled stone weighing approximately 2.88 carats.

ADDITIONAL GRADING RESULTS

CARAT WEIGHT .......... 2.88 CT
COLOR GRADE .......... GREEN
CLARITY GRADE .......... AAA

Comments: Graded as Mountings Permit

GEMOLOGIST

ESTIMATED RETAIL REPLACEMENT VALUE
FOR INSURANCE PURPOSES ONLY

CUT GRADE SCALE

IDEAL | EXCELLENT | VERY GOOD | GOOD | FAIR | POOR

CLARITY GRADING SCALE

FLAWLESS | VVS1 | VVS2 | VS1 | VS2 | SI1 | SI2 | SI3 | I1 | I2 | I3

COLOR GRADING SCALE

DEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ | Fancy Light | Fancy | Fancy Intense | Fancy Vivid | Fancy Deep

The statements in this report are estimates of the Gemological Appraisal Industry based upon all accepted gemological standards. Characteristics are determined using a 10X loupe and binocular microscope, master comparison stone set, a millimeter gauge, UV lamp and carat scale. Gemological Appraisal Industry is expressly held harmless for any claim or action that may arise in connection with the preparation of this report.